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	Address Errors before Users Find Them

	Using a mix-and-match approach, Software Test Attacks to Break Mobile and Embedded Devices presents an attack basis for testing mobile and embedded systems. Designed for testers working in the ever-expanding world of "smart" devices driven by software, the book focuses on attack-based testing that can be used by individuals and teams. The numerous test attacks show you when a software product does not work (i.e., has bugs) and provide you with information about the software product under test.


	The book guides you step by step starting with the basics. It explains patterns and techniques ranging from simple mind mapping to sophisticated test labs. For traditional testers moving into the mobile and embedded area, the book bridges the gap between IT and mobile/embedded system testing. It illustrates how to apply both traditional and new approaches. For those working with mobile/embedded systems without an extensive background in testing, the book brings together testing ideas, techniques, and solutions that are immediately applicable to testing smart and mobile devices.
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Personality Disorders in Modern LifeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
A revision of the leading textbook on personality disorders by renowned expert Theodore Millon
"Personalities are like impressionistic paintings. At a distance, each person is ‘all of a piece’; up close, each is a bewildering complexity of moods, cognitions, and motives."
      –Theodore Millon      
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Handbook of Psychodiagnostic Testing: Analysis of Personality in the Psychological ReportSpringer, 2007

	The Handbook of Psychodiagnostic Testing is an invaluable aid to students and professionals performing psychological assessments. It takes the reader from client referral to finished report, demonstrating how to synthesize details of personality and pathology into a document that is focused, coherent, and clinically meaningful.
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Oracle WebCenter 11g Handbook: Build Rich, Customizable Enterprise 2.0 ApplicationsMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	Oracle WebCenter is the leading-edge product for developing nextgeneration enterprise portals and composite applications with Web 2.0 in mind. This book introduces you to the aspects of developing WebCenter applications and enriching those applications with social computing services, including discussions, documents, blogs, wikis, tags, and...
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Delivering Successful Projects with TSP(SM) and Six Sigma: A Practical Guide to Implementing Team Software Process(SM)Auerbach Publications, 2008
This book gives an overview of Team Software ProcessSM (TSPSM) and real-world details about my experience in successfully implementing TSP and Six Sigma in Microsoft. It also shows how geographically widely distributed new teams were able to deliver on time a very high quality product (two thirds of them with zero defects) with a decent...
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Combining Images with Photoshop Elements: Selecting, Layering, Masking, and CompositingSybex, 2006
If you thought Photoshop Elements was just for correcting and organizing photographs, this book will turn your head around. It opens up a whole new set of creative possibilities to explore as you learn how to combine images using this versatile program."
    —Jan Kabili, author and trainer
    Create your own visual...
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Thinking Teams / Thinking ClientsColumbia University Press, 2000

	Addressing a key concern in human service and other organizational settings concerned with effective teamwork, this book offers a new paradigm for conceptualizing the subject. Based on qualitative research conducted with teams working with the chronically ill, elderly, and with high-risk psychiatric patients, Anne Opie has developed a method...
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